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Background



Background

▪ The magnitude of recovery has been uneven, with countries offering different levels of support programmes to stabilize 

their economies. 

▪ Whereas global manufacturing output expanded by 12% in the first quarter of 2021, Africa’s manufacturing output 

expanded by a modest 0.8%.

▪ Local Manufacturing sector output contracted by 3.9% and 3.2% in 2020 Q2 and 2020 Q3

Share in world 

MVA (2015) (%)

Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q3 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021

World 100 -6.0 -11.1 -1.0 2.0 12.0

Industrialized Economies 56.3 -2.4 -16.3 -5.6 -1.4 1.5

North America 19.3 -2.2 -16.0 -5.6 -2.8 -0.6

Europe 22.0 -4.3 -19.2 -5.7 -0.9 2.6

East Asia 13.3 0.0 -13.0 -5.8 -0.4 2.7

China 27.5 -13.9 3.2 7.9 8.3 38.2

Africa 1.7 -1.5 -15.0 -3.5 -1.5 0.8

Asia & Pacific 8.9 -3.0 -23.3 -6.4 -0.5 2.5

Latin America 5.2 -3.2 -24.2 -3.9 2.1 5.4
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In the 2021/22 fiscal 

year, the government has 

allocated Ksh. 14.3 billion 

for the purchase of the 

vaccine

Kenya experienced a 

third wave of COVID-19 

outbreak towards the 

end of the first quarter 

of 2021 which 

necessitated an 

enforcement of tighter 

containment measures

On 17th June 2021, the government 

enhanced restriction of movement in 13 

counties in Western Kenya to slowdown 

positivity rate

Kenya rolled out a COVID-19 vaccination program, 

however, only a small portion of the population has 

received a first dose with a pledge to vaccinate 10 million 

Kenyans by December 2021

Background
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Survey objective

▪ On 20th May 2020, KAM and KPMG launched a report on the impact Covid-19 on the 

manufacturing sector, a few months after the first lockdown was announced

▪ The report highlighted the adverse effects that the pandemic had on business 

operations with many manufacturers experiencing:

– Reduced demand

– Depressed production capacity

– Cashflow constraints

– Logistics challenges 

– In some cases, downsized workforce

▪ This follow up survey seeks to provide further insights on the impact the pandemic has 

had on business operations on year down the line
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2020

2021

Improving cashflow Increasing domestic 

market share

Changing focus

78% 61% 53%

67% 65% 63%

Cost reduction

Cost reduction Retaining jobs Improving cashflow
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▪ Compared to last year, fewer firms 

(18%) experienced a decrease in 

their sales turnover of more than 

30% compared to 74% of 

respondents in 2020 

▪ 28% registered between 1-29% 

decrease in their turnover this year 

compared to 20% in 2020. 

▪ On the other hand, more firms (41%) 

experienced an increase in their 

sales turnover compared to a paltry 

4% in 2020 

Sales
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20%

51%

23%
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No change in turnover (0%)
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30-64% decrease

65%+ decrease
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Production capacity

▪ The number of firms operating below 

50% production capacity reduced 

compared to 2020 

▪ 27% of the surveyed firms operated 

below 50% production capacity in 

comparison to 55% of the surveyed 

firms in 2020 

▪ On the other hand, more firms (74%) 

are operating at or more than 50% of 

their production capacity compared to 

45% in 2020
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▪ Responses to relieve cashflow 

challenges has been lesser compared 

to 2020

▪ While 66% of surveyed firms 

negotiated payment plans with their 

suppliers in 2020, only 27% of the 

surveyed firms have done so in 2021 

▪ Similarly, the number of firms that 

reached out to commercial banks to 

restructure their loans more than 

halved in 2021

Liquidity

66%

62%

55%

45%

27%

21%

21%

27%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

The business has negotiated payment plans
with suppliers

The business has negotiated payment plans
with customers

The business has negotiated payment plans
with banks

The business sought additional financial
support from other individuals or other

institutions

2021 2020
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▪ The adverse effects of the pandemic 

coupled with investor uncertainty continue 

to drive down employment levels with 

some facing difficulties in paying salaries 

and wages 

▪ 23% have laid off a part of their workforce 

compared to 18% who did so in 2020 

▪ Fewer firms (15%) have adjusted salaries 

of their employees compared to 27% of 

firms in 2020

▪ Other measures include a freeze on salary 

increments and organizational restructure 

to adjust the responsibilities for staff 

Labour
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▪ Majority of the firms have been negatively 

affected in their logistics operations by the 

COVID-19 pandemic

▪ The most significant logistical challenge 

was increase in sea freight costs (37%) 

followed by delays in supply of imported 

raw and intermediate materials used in 

local production

▪ Other challenges include:

o Increase in raw material costs

o Delays and increased logistics cost

o Depreciation of the Kenya shilling

Logistics
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▪ Among firms that cited increase in 

logistics costs, more than half of them 

registered above 40% increased freight 

costs

▪ 8% recorded between 31-40% increase 

in their freight costs

▪ 17% recorded between 21-30% and 

11-20% increase in their freight costs, 

respectively4%
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The pandemic and the cost of manufacturing 

The pandemic has led to a generalized increase in the cost of manufacturing driven by the following factors:

Increased sea freight costs: 

▪ This has been partly attributed to increased imports by the US from East Asia following its steady 

economic recovery

▪ For example, sea freight cost of a 20-foot container from China main port to Mombasa port was US$ 

800-900 in March 2020, but it jumped to US$ 2,500-3,000 in March 2021

Increased cost of imported raw materials in the international markets:

▪ For instance, price per ton of crude palm oil has increased to US$ 1,300 in June 2021 compared to 

US$ 700 before the onset of the pandemic, approximately 54% increase in price

▪ The World Bank estimates that steel prices will be 30% higher in 2021 compared to 2020

Weakening of the Kenyan Shilling against major international currencies:

▪ The Kenya Shilling depreciated by 4% against the US Dollar to trade at an average of 

Ksh. 107.43 in May 2021 from Ksh. 103.74 in March 2020
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Holding 
extra 

inventory
40%

Widening 
supply 

network
51%

Other
9%

Strategies to support recovery against 
logistic supply chain disruptions

▪ Slightly less than half of the manufacturers face difficulties in 

sourcing raw materials for their production with majority being 

importers of raw materials

▪ Due to supply chain disruptions, most of the surveyed firms 

(51%) have resorted to expanding their supply network to 

replenish their stock while 40% have increased stock levels of 

their raw and intermediate materials

▪ The need to source for alternative suppliers and hold more 

inventories further increases logistics costs and causes liquidity 

constraints
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Conclusion

The economy and 

businesses cannot fully 

recover until the 

pandemic is contained

A year after the pandemic, 

most of the challenges facing 

manufacturers continue to 

persist: 

– Liquidity constraints

– Depressed demand

– Operational difficulties such 

as paying salaries

– More severe impact among 

the most vulnerable value 

chains such as Food and 

Beverage and Automotive 

Sectors
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Manufacturing value chains 

are highly vulnerable to 

global supply-chain 

disruptions and external 

shocks due to overreliance 

on importing raw materials

Conclusion

The pandemic has increased 

the cost of manufacturing in 

2021 relative to 2020:

– Increased sea freight costs

– Increased prices of raw 

materials in the 

international markets

– Weakening of the Kenya 

Shilling
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Recommendations

▪ Continuous strengthening of the healthcare system should be prioritized

– Lockdown measures are having a severe impact on the cost of doing of business for the 

manufacturing sector. Hence the need to expedite vaccine roll out and contain the spread of the 

virus.

– Investments in healthcare infrastructure, medical equipment and human resources including mass 

vaccination through increased budgetary allocation is critical.

– Chances of recurrent outbreaks and consequent implementation of confinement measures must be 

avoided as this will continue destroying remaining businesses and livelihoods 

– There are also risks of confinement fatigue and more infectious variants
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▪ The government should avoid cost increasing policy interventions:

– Cost of manufacturing has increased tremendously 

– While factors increasing costs of manufacturing are largely external, the Government can alleviate the 

pain by offering the following support:

o Reduce the cost of electricity to Ksh9/KwH for manufacturers

o Zero-rate import declaration fee (IDF) and railway development levy (RDL) for raw materials and intermediate 

inputs for processing including used in processing including industrial machinery and spare parts

o Any new tax or increase in existing taxes should be avoided as this would increase costs and reduced 

profitability and has the potential to slow recovery of businesses and even their collapse

– KAM intends to undertake in-depth analysis on drivers of increased costs of manufactured goods.

Recommendations
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▪ Development of domestic value chains to increase resilience

– Opportunities for local sourcing such as in agro-based value chains, exploitation of existing mineral 

deposits such as iron ore, metal scrap in government institutions to cushion manufacturers from external 

shocks

▪ Addressing demand and liquidity challenges facing businesses

– Persisting challenges such as depressed demand and liquidity constrains can be alleviated through:

• Speedy implementation of the stimulus programs

• Procurement of locally manufactured goods by the Government

• Payment of pending bills and tax refunds 

Recommendations
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15 Mwanzi, Road Opp West Gate Mall, Westlands, 

Nairobi, Kenya

kam.co.ke

+254 (020) 232481

8th Floor, ABC Towers, Waiyaki Way,

Nairobi, Kenya

info@kpmg.co.ke

+254 20 2806000


